EARLY VIEWS OF SPEECH
A view that was commonly held in the 1920's was that speech is a kind of "acoustic stuff" t annoyingl y complex as to detail but essentially homogeneous on average: We might refer to this t by lunar analogy t as the "green cheese theory" • Dr. Crandall2 of the Bell Telephone Laboratories wrote t in 1917, about speech "as a continuous flow of distributed energy t analogous to total radiation from an optical source.. This idea of speech is a convenient approximation, useful in the study of speech reproduction by mechanical means."
And it was useful.. Basic problems for the telephone engineer were to find out how much of the acoustic stuff the telephone must provide in order to satisfy the listener. What range of frequencies would just suffice? What range of intensities? What signal-to-noise ratios?--and so on.
Yet this way of looking at speech had flavls.
Even Crandall found it "interesting n that the vowel sound s have most of the energy t whereas the consonants carry most of the information.
However, ideas about speech evolved as new tools become available. By the late twenties, a new high-frequency oscillograph led Dr. Fletcher3 to devote some twenty pages of his book on speech and hearing to the waveforms of various words. By the early thirties, emphasis had shifted from waveform to spectrum, wi th some attention to the internal structure of the sound stuff. A different way of thinking about speech was proposed by Homer Dudley5 at the end of the thirties. In a classic paper on "The Carrier Nature of Speech" he explained speech to his engineering colleagues by drawing an analogy with radio waves, which are not themselves the message, but only its carrier. So wi th speech: The message is the sub-audible articulatory gestures that are made by the speaker; the sound stuff is only an acoustic carrier modulated by those gestures.
These ideas, novel except to phoneticians t were embodied in a communications device called the vocoder, which first analyzed the incoming speech and then recreated it at the distant terminal.
The vocoder was modeled after human speech, wi th either a buzz (like the voice) or a hissy sound as the acoustic carrier. The gestures that comprised the message were represented by a dynamically changing spectrum--a necessary engineering compromise, but one that tended to obscure Dudley's main point about the gestural nature of speech and to re-emphasize the acoustic spectrum.
SPECTROGRAMS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES
Indeed, the view of speech as a dynamically changing spectrum had been growing in popularity even before the vocoder was invented $ Al though sound spectrograms were not to have their full effect on speech research until the latter hal f of the forties, Steinberg6 had published in 1934 what is, in retrospect, the first spectrogram $ It showed how energy is distributed in frequency and time for the sentence, "Joe took father's shoebench out". Since this one spectrogram required several hundred hours of hand measurement and computation, we can understand why this way of representing speech remained a curiosity for so long$ In fact~i t was not until 1946 that sound spectrograms --and a machine that could make them in minutes--emerged from the war-time research of Bell Laboratories $ But spectrograms had a profound effect on speech research$ They provided, literally, a new way to look at speech, as well as new ways to think about it$ One way, of course, was the familiar description in spectral term s, but wi th a new richness of detai17 $ Now one could hope to be precise about those "characteristic bands" that distinguish the consonants$ A second way of thinking about speech was to view the spectrogram as a road map to the articulation: Thus, the formant bars on the spectrogram told one how the vocal cavities had changed in size and shape.. Gunnar Fant8 and Stevens and House9 did much to clarify and quantify these relationships for USe A third way of thinking about speech was to view spectrograms simply as patterns.. The richness of detail was now just a nuisance, since it obscured the underlying, simpler pattern10.
The dynamic character of speech, so ev ident in spectrograms, led to the development of a research instrument called the Pattern Playback. With it, spectrograms could be turned back into sound in much the way that a player piano turns a perforated musical score back into music $ My colleagues Pierre Delattre and Alvin Liberman used the Playback in a long and fruitful search for what they called the "acoustic cues" for speech perception, that is, a search for those crucial parts of the spectral pattern that told the ear what sounds had been spoken 11.
ARTICULATORY NATURE OF THE ACOUSTIC CUES
One might have expected the search for the cues to have a simple, happy ending:
namely, the finding of one-to-one correspondences between unvarying parts of the pattern and the minimal units of the speech. I should note that linguists were not in agreement about how to characterize the minimal units of speech--whether as phonemes, (that is, short successive segments) or as distinctive features (that is, as co-occurring attributes of longer duration). The early work sought to relate acoustic cues to phonemes.. Its outcome raised issues that are unresolved to this day, and set research on two seemingly divergent paths. Let us follow one of them to the present, then return to the 1950's to pick up the other.
The acoustic cues, when they were found, proved to be neither nor simple.. For a given phoneme, the cues would change, sometimes whenever the neighboring phonemes were changeds Further, the ways in which a changed were not readily rationalized in acoustic terms, though they made good sense in terms of the articulatory gestures e These findings, and much else, led to a production-oriented view of the nature of speeche The main points were, first, that the speaker's underlying phonemic message emerges as a complexly encoded sound stream because of the several conversions it must undergo in process of being articulated. This being so, perception of the speech by a listener necessarily involves a decoding operation t and probably a special speech dev ice for that purpose--a buil t-in option available only on the homo sapiens.
But what kind of mechanism, or special decoder, might that be~ne possibility is a neural linkage between the auditory analyzer of the incoming speech and the motor controller of articulation, and thence upstream to the message in linguistic form--in short, perception achieved by reference to productione This view of speech as an encoding operation 12 has had consequences for both experimental and conceptual aspects of speech researche
On the experimental side, it motivated studies of how the articulators move when one is talking, of what the muscles do to make them move and, of course, how the sounds change with articulations On the conceptual side, interest has focused on how gestures relate back to ling uistic uni ts e The simplest relations--for example, correspondence between a particular phoneme and the contraction of a particular muscle, or between a phoneme and a target shape of the vocal tract--these simplest relations were found to be too simple to account for the data. They share that fate in varying degree with other, less simple, relationships proposed as alternatives. Indeed, the nature of the relationship is a central question in speech research today: How is the motor control of speech organized? How do linguistic units give shape to gestures?
PERCEPTION BY AUDITORY ANALYSIS
We must now go back to the 1950's, having traced the view that speech is articulatory in its very naturee There is an alternate view that stresses the role of the listenere It asks: Are there not, in the acoustic signal and its spectrogram, objective enti ties that correspond to the speech sounds that one hears so clearly? If this does not hold for the relationship of cues to phonemes. might it hold for distinctive features instead? The answer, despite persistent effort, has turned out to be that it is no easier to find invariant relations between features and acoustic spectrum than it is between phonemes and spectrum. I should say here that there are respected colleagues who do not share this assessment and who feel that, since the ear must do an initial analysis of speech, it is more than reasonable to suppose that the auditory system carries that anal ysis all the way to the lingUistic uni ts.
The question, in their view, is not whether the ear does that analysis, but only how it does its One line of thinking has been that invariant relationships might be found in the signal after it has been transformed by the ear. A related approach has combined articulatory and auditory considerations by looking for quantal states for which variabil i ty of the gesture has only trivial effect on the sounde These stable sounds can then serve as auditory cues13. The principal mechanisms proposed for interpreting auditory cues is a set of property detectors tuned to quite a variety of acoustic aspects of the signal. Most recently, interest has focused on the neural codings and recodings which the speech signal undergoes on its way up the auditory pathways 14. This is exc i ting research, and there are those who hope that tracking speech to its engram in the cortex will clarify the relationship between acoustic units and linguistic uni ts. That is surely the central point, if we are to understand speech perception.
THE NEED FOR A MODEL
So, in tracing ideas about the nature of speech from the 1950' s through the 1970's, we have found unresolved questions about the choice of minimal uni ts, and al so about whether speech "belongs", in some important sense, to the mouth or to the ear. In one sense, of course, it belongs equally to each of them since the same waveform is both output and input. For a speaker, it is both at the same time. But what are the mechanisms?
We are concerned at two levels. We need, of course, to learn about the physiological mechanisms of production and perception, and we are making good progress.
We need also to understand these processes at an underlying functional level--at the level of meaning ful models.. Do we need separate models for production and perception? It could be that each process has its own way of relating linguistic message and speech signal. In that case, we do have two models and we explain the ambivalent nature of the acoustic cues as the compromise made long ago by mouth and ear in arriving at a set of signals for spoken language. But parsimony, and a substantial body of data, argue persuasively for one model instead of two, that is to say, for a close functional linkage between production and perception that will explain how both relate to the message that speech conveys.
MESSAGES AND COMPUTERS
What is that message? What is the nature of the information contained in speech?
This question is by no means new, but for some of us in speech research, it has acquired a new meaning as our field has begun to reach out from "laboratory speech", i.e., nonsense syllables, words, and the simplest of sentences, to everyday fluent speech.. The question has emerged in sharpest form in work on speech understanding by computers15 .. This would justify a digression, if only time permitted, about human communication with machines. We are, I believe, on the leading edge of a new wave of technology as computers learn how to use spoken language. Never mind that the technology is still complex, expensive, and severely limited in what it can do. Remember the telephone:
It was invented forty years too late, when telegraphy was already in use around the world. But how many of you have telegraphs in your homes and offices today?
A proper account would have to trace the early, and generally successful, efforts to synthesize speech automatically, and the parallel efforts t largely frustrated, on machine recognition; also, the related work on analysissynthesis telephony and on waveform coding for better and cheaper communications between humans by means of machines. This view of fl uent now it has become the carrier, language enti ties at all level for so frail a carrier" about the nature of of it, is carefully for aerial air to the ear and brain of a listener, where it go through the air, or only those both heads, as information different1 y, speech could still perform its than the recipe for making a message, just as the genetic code from one to the next
We have seen that the principal role of acoustics is to let us talk with each other andf ace-to-face communication, acoustics is and growing technology in which Even there, however, the way consequences" in human communication our computers" but there is a
We have come a long way in the nature of We have left behind the idea of merely sound stuff, or even stuff that has certain characteristic s revealed the dynamic character of speech and hinted y at dual nature: that is both a signal that is production and one that is tailored for perception"
We have come to see as a carrier, at first phonetic messages, then as a carrier of cues to all levels of We do not yet know how much, or how little, of the total message must actually be transported in fluent y, there are abiding questions that motivate much of the current research on speech 1) What are the units?--a question at all levels of though we mentioned only phonemes arid distinctive features as ----units G 2) What is the mechanism? Is speech truly anchored to production? or to aUditory perception? Or, will this turn out to be a non-question, when we have finally arrived at a model that relates production and perception to each other~and to the message?
3)
What is the message? How is it carried by speech? Indeed, is the total message carried at all, from head to head? or it created anew in the head of listener from a recipe provided by the speech signal?
I hope you now see why some of us find research on so challenging, and I ask your indUlgence for my biases, some of which must be showing.
